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Members of Council Present: Christine Bochen, Peggy Clark, David Dean, Lesly Jean-Louis, Margot Lutz, Isaiah Tolbert, 
Jack McIntyre 
Members of Council Absent: Tim Fitzgerald, Lisa Peartree 
Ex Officio Present: Father Hart, Margaret Ostromecki, Dick DellaPorta 
Ex Officio Absent:  Jerry Strauss, Gerald Shanahan 
 
1. Father Hart welcomed the council and David Dean said the opening prayer  

2. Comments on and changes to on the March 2021 Meeting Minutes were proposed and moved to be accepted by Dick 
DellaPorta and 2nd by Peggy Clark.   

3. The Meeting Agenda was moved to be accepted by Dick DellaPorta and 2nd by Margot Lutz. 

4. Topics for Discussion: 
 
● Return to in person mass and revocation of dispensation for mass attendance: 
○ Attendance is still increasing at both churches 
○ Both sites are still taking all recommended CDC precautions. A few parishioners have asked when we will stop requiring 

masks to be worn. The response to this question is that we are following CDC guidelines and we do not know when we will no 
longer require masks. We have a number of parishioners on chemotherapy regimens or with compromised immune systems as 
well as a number of unvaccinated children (below the age cutoff for vaccine use) and we want to ensure their safety. This 
seems to satisfy most. 

○ The one area we have had problems is with weddings – most people are from out of town and many of these people do not 
want to wear masks.  

● Live Stream Cameras at Both Worship Sites:   
○ Our web site currently has between 1000 and 1500 subscribers.  We have gained 113 subscribers over the last year for about 

300 viewers.  Approximately 30 people attend daily mass on line and about 70 for weekend masses.  However, these numbers 
may be misleading and an underrepresentation of how many people are watching mass- the numbers are only how many 
computers are logged in and more than one person may watch a given computer. 

● Maintenance 
○ Maintenance projects fall into 3 categories:  
○ Level 1 (high budget, construction and/or renovation; requires multiple levels of approval) STM stained glass windows 
○ Level 2 (high budget, single item; may require review at multiple levels) several STM projects on hold (roof and rug) 
○ Level 3 (low budget, construction, renovation, maintenance; requires bids but no high level approvals) A number of ongoing 

projects at both parishes in various stages. 
● Parish Finances 
○ Yearly financial reports for OLQP will be given out in the bulletins in the next two weeks.  Reports at STM will follow. 
○ Collections are down (~10%), but expenses are also down, so we are still in good financial shape (more revenue than 

expenses). Importantly, even people not attending mass in person are continuing to donate. 
○ We will transition to providing more transparency by including a letter in the bulletin every quarter to discuss parish finances.  

This will give a more comprehensive overview for everyone. 
● Catholic Ministries Appeal 
○ STM and OLQP both missed their 2021 goals by about $10,000 each.  Fortunately, the Diocese has a fund to help parishes 

who have not had prior problems making their CMA goals and has provided funds to help us make up some of the shortfall. It 
is unclear whether this would be available in future years. 

● Faith Formation Program 
○ Jennifer Abdalla is doing a great job and continues to make our program a success. She is balancing in person, home school, 

and zoom classes, all in 4 different churches. 
○ We are trying to hire administrative help for her but are not getting many applications/inquiries. In the meantime, a person 

from the business office has offered to help Jen on Fridays and on the weekends. 
○ Summer programs are popular, and may be more intensive, getting a year’s worth of program into a few weeks.  We are 

looking at this type of program, but have made no decisions yet. 
● Sacramental Prep 
○ We will be having a parent meeting for First Eucharist preparation.  We will split the program into two groups of kids for this 

one meeting at OLQP and one at STM. 
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● Pastoral Planning 
○ Faith formation has been combined at all 4 Brighton Parishes (OLQP, STM. OLL, SA). 
○ Brighton parishes (OLL and SA) budgets have been balanced 
○ We are trying to do all outreach activities together 
○ All of this has been without any “formal” pastoral planning effort. 
○ The major problem is how would you operate 4 churches with one priest? We will have to wait to see what a new Bishop will 

do when he comes… 
○ All 4 Brighton parishes were given PPP loans and all were forgiven – this helped tremendously. 

● 8AM mass at STM? 
○ A question was raised about when we would resume 8AM Sunday mass at STM.  It is likely gone for good.  Unfortunately, 

there is just a shortage of priests.  We do have an extra priest for Saturday evening, but cannot get an additional priest for 
Sunday morning. 

○ When Bishop Clark retired, we have 23 seminarians; today we have 7. There are just not enough priests. 
● Assistance needed for masses 
○ We continue to need ushers, counters, and lay ministers for all our masses. 
○ The best way to get more will be to make announcements at masses asking for help.  

● Questions from the Council: 
○ When will we resume Senior Luncheons?   This is still several months at least away 
○ Outreach – on Nov 3 the Catholic Family Center has accepted from the US government and will sponsor80 people. 
○ We have never had prayer for or really talk about the priests who engaged in the abuse (this is a difficult topic to bring up), 

and yet our faith is built upon forgiveness and prayer.  However, we have not done this and we should think about it. This 
should not and does not take away from any of the pain or suffering of the victims by any means, but as a community of faith, 
we should pray for both victims and perpetrators.  

● CASE Training for all volunteers? 
○ In the past, CASE training has been for people engaging directly with children and vulnerable people (priests, ministers, 

catechists, etc). However, someone at the Diocesan offices sent out a letter stating that all volunteers (lectors, eucharistic 
ministers, choir members) should have to do this as well.  Father Hart pushed back saying this was too much and at least for 
now, these new requirements have been postponed – maybe they will be enacted in the future. 

 
5. Closing Prayer – David Dean 

The next meeting is planned for December 6, 2021 
 
Respectfully submitted – David Dean 


